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Completeness of Noncompact Analytic Spaces
By

Takeo OHSAWA*
Abstract
Let X be a reduced paracompact complex analytic space of dimension n. It is proved
that if X has no compact irreducible branches of dimension n, then X is ra-complete, and
if X has finitely many compact irreducible branches of dimension n, X is ?z-pseudoconvex,
both in the sense of Andreotti-Grauert. Applying Andreotti-Grauert's fmiteness theorem
(resp. Barlet's theorem on the Steinness of cycle spaces) we deduce from our result Siu's
theorem on analytic sheaf cohomology groups of noncompact complex spaces (resp. the
Steinness of the space of (n —1) -cycles of analytic spaces whose ?z-dimensional irreducible
branches are non-compact).

§ 1. Introduction
In the theory of complex analysis, it has long been known that
for any noncompact Riemann surface Cousin's first problem is always
solvable. In 1955, Malgrange [6] showed that for any paracompact
noncompact complex manifold X of dimension ?2, and for any locally
free analytic sheaf E over X, Hn(X,E), the /2-th cohomology group
of X with coefficients in E, vanishes. The latter result may be regarded
as a natural generalization of the classical result. It was later refined
by Komatsu [5], and finally completed by Siu [8], [9] in the
following form :
Theorem S» Let X be a (not necessarily reduced) paracompact complex analytic space of dimension n, and ZF a coherent analytic sheaf over
X. Then,
1)
2)

Hn(X, J r )=0, if every n-dimensional irreducible branch of X is
noncompact.
dimHn(X, J r )<^oo 5 if there are only finitely many n-dimensional
compact irreducible branches of X.
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Siu's proof is based on the results of Malgrange and Komatsu,
and carried out by means of standard techniques of sheaf theory.
The purpose of the present note is to give a different proof of
Theorem S by establishing the following
Theorem 1. Let X be a reduced paracompact complex analytic space
of dimension n. Then,
1)
2)

X is n-complete, if every n-dimensional irreducible branch of X is
noncompact.
X is strongly n-pseudoconvex, if there are only finitely many ndimensional compact irreducible branches of X.

Here, '^-complete' and '^-pseudoconvex' are in the sense of
Andreotti-Grauert [1]. Theorem S follows immediately from Theorem
1 and Andreotti-Grauert's 'theoreme 14' and its corollary in [1]. As
a consequence we obtain the following
Theorem 2. Let X be a paracompact n-dimensional complex analytic
space and let Cq (X) be the reduced analytic space of compact cycles of pure
dimension q of X (cf. [2]). Then, Cn-i(X) is a Stein space, if every
n-dimensional irreducble branch of X is noncompact.
For nonsingular X, Theorem 1 has been already proved by
Greene-Wu [4] as a corollary of the proper harmonic embedding
theorem for a complete Riemannian manifold (cf. [4], Corollary).
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professors K. Fritzsche
and M. Buchner who told him Greene-Wu's result and convinced
him of the non-triviality of Theorem 1 on the way from Bonn to
Gottingen. He also thanks Professor D. Barlet3 who kindly sent
him the article [3], which is closely related to the present paper.
§ 2.

Preliminaries

In what follows we denote by X a paracompact reduced complex
analytic space of dimension n. Let R(X) be the set of regular points
of X whose neighbourhoods have dimension n. We set S(X)i=X —
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R(X).
Then S(X) is an analytic subset of X with dim
(cf. [7]). A real valued function / on X is said to be of class C°°
if, for any point x^X, there exist a neighbourhood [/, a holomorphic
embedding c :U-^CN for some AT^O, and a function / of class C°° on
C* such that t*f=f\u.
We shall denote df=0 at A: if df=0 at *(*).
This notion is clearly independent of the choice of c and /. A function
/ of class C°° on X is said to be q-convex (weakly q-convex) at x, if we
can choose above / so that dSf has at least N— q + l positive (resp.
nonnegative) eigenvalues at c ( x ) . /is called q-convex (weakly q-convex)
on X if / is ^-convex (resp. weakly ^-convex) at any point of X. f
is said to be exhausting if, for any c^R, X f i C : = [x^X ; f(x) <^c} is
relatively compact in X. X is said to be q-pseudoconvex if there exists
an exhaustion function f : X->R of class C°° and a compact subset
KdX such that f\X-K is g-convex. X is called q-complete if we can
choose f so that K = 0 .
Lemma- Let YdX be an analytic subspace of dimension <jz. Then,
there exists an n-convex function $Y defined on a neighbourhood of Y such
that <f>Y\y is exhausting.
Proof. If dim Y = 0, then the conclusion is clear. Assume that
the proposition is true for any analytic subspace YdX with dim Y
<jr<^n. Let dim Y = r. Then, by the induction assumption, there
exists an ^-convex function 05(y) on an open neighbourhood V of
S(Y} in X, such that ^(nlsao is exhausting. Let W be a neighbourhood of S(Y) in X such that I/J/cF, and let p:X->R be a function
of class C°° satisfying ^1^=1 and p\x^v = Q. Let ^ = {C/J (i = l, 2, . . .)
be a locally finite system of open sets of X—S(Y)

U £/,- =
1=1
X — 5(F) and for any C/.-e^, there exists a function ^{ : C/f->l2 of
class C°° such that

(2)
(3)

such that

^i is weakly 1-convex at any point
^f is (r + 1) -convex at any point

The existence of such ^ and {0J is assured by the fact that Y— S(Y)
is nonsingular and of dimension r*\ Let [pl] be a partition of unity
* The argument used here is the same as D. Barlet's proof of (/z-f-1) -completeness of
neighbourhoods of a compact analytic subset of dimension n (cf. Seminaire F. Norguet
1979, Lecture Notes no. 807 Springer Verlag).
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associated to fyl satisfying O^^-^l for any i. Let % : X-*R be a
function of class C°° such that %(#)i2;0 for any x£^X, %(#) =1 outside
W, and %(#) =0 on a neighbourhood of S(Y). Clearly, for sufficiently
large numbers N and N^>N (i = l 9 2, ...).

( 4)

$'Y:=Npexp ^S(F) + E

Nftpifa

i=l

is /2-convex on a neighbourhood of Y. Let <p be any exhausting
function of class C°° on X. Then replacing JV and N{ by larger
numbers if necessary, we can make <j>Y : = <f>Y+</> an ^-convex function
on a neighbourhood of Y. Clearly, $Y\Y *s exhausting.
q. e. d.
From now on we assume that every /z-dimensional irreducible
branch of X is noncompact. By the Lemma, there exists an /z-convex
function fam °n a neighbourhood of S(X) such that fism Istx) is
exhausting. Hence there exist an open neighbourhood Q of S(X)
and an exhausting function <j)\X->R of class C°° such that $\Q=$S(X> lain what follows we put Xc:=X$iC.
By Sard's theorem there exists
an increasing sequence of real numbers £b c2, . . . , such that
lim cy = oo,

( 5)

(6)

y-*oo

rf^

is nowhere zero on

where dXc denotes the boundary of Xc

dXc—S(X),
in X. We choose positive

numbers ev, 1^=1,2, ... so that CV-I+BV.I<^CV—&V and rf^ is nowhere
zero on XC^-XC^-Q.
We fix a hermitian metric sk2 on X—S(X) such that the sum of
the eigenvalues of dd(j> with respect to ds2^ which shall be denoted by
trace950, is everywhere positive on Q— S(X) (cf. [10] §12 Lemma
4.1.). For any c^R9 let Yc be the union of the connected components
of X— Xc— S(X) whose closures in X are compact. We choose a
subsequence {cv }, (a =1,2, . ..) of {cy} as follows. We set 1^=1.
Suppose that cv

have already been determined.

Since every

n-

dimensional irreducible branch of X is noncompact, ^ is bounded on
Yc . Hence there exists an integer v such that ^>sup 0. We put
a
c

»a+1 = c£> For simplicity we put ca : =cVa and ea : =£ya.

A function ^: (~oo ? c) —>R (c^R(J {°°} ) is called a convex increasing function if 2. is of class C°°, ^(0>0, and ^ ( 0 ^ 0 on ( — °°, 0«
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Proposition. Let the notations be as above. Then, for a = l , 23 . . . ,
there exist open neighbourhoods Qa of S ( X ) satisfying 42z)fiiDfl 2 Z) . . . D
Qa13 . . . , nonnegative functions @a of class C°° on X, positive numbers 8a
with 2d a <^£ a , and convex increasing functions la : R->R such that

(8)

traced30 a >0 o?2 ^-Z^^^-Y^^-SC^O wfor* w<? put
c_l = cQ=—oo and d_1=dQ = Q,

(9)

X

ca-.2~Xca_2-28a_2-®a

is diffeomorphic

to (dXCa_2~Qa} X R as

manifolds with boundary.
Proof. Let a^l and assume that Qh 0{, 5t- and h are obtained
for O ^ z g a - 1 . Here we define Q0:=Q, 00: =0, and 2 0 (0 : =^.
Let xEzXc —Q — YC —Xc
be any point. Then, there exists an
injective C°° map of maximal rank
(10)

r:(-l,

lJxtf»-^XC

such that

(11)

r((o, o,...,o))

(12)

r ({l} x

(13)

rdOlx/S

(14)

r

122"-1) c

( {0} x a2-1) c 3ZCa_2 if

We set T(r, r, j) : =r(\ ~l + -1-, l]x5(r)\ where 5(r):= {(*!,...,
2n-l

^L.

^2»-i) ' 2 -^f^^} and J^>0.
i=l

^

J

/

For any r>0 ? the union of the interior
_

points of T(Y, r, 1) for all possible ? contains Xc —Q — YC _ —Xc_2
which is compact since ^ is exhausting. Hence there exist finitely
many ft, . . . , ym so that

(15)

U T f o , 1,

l)i>Xfa-Q-Yeit_-Xea_f

Let Q a be a neighbourhood of S ( X ) with smooth boundary such that
m

(16)
(17)

(18)

flan

a

u r(r,., s, 3 ) = 0 ,

i= l

3fia intersects 9^ca_2 transversally,
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dx'
»-a-2 '

'

«_,

7

(*.:=*.„, etc.)

Figure

Let e'a be a positive number such that d<j) is nowhere zero on
Xc —Xc _E' —Qm and let da_2 (if a 2^3) be a positive number such
that

2<5 a _ 2 <£ a _9 and

(dXc

—Qa) X R is difFeomorphic

to XCa_2 —

fix an s0 so that 1<50<3 and

(19)

T(Th 3, j 0 )c£ fl -* Ca _ 2 _, a _ 2 -SCY),

for any i = l , . . . , ma.

To each p,-, we associate a diffeomorphism Fz : X-*X such that
(20)

F f | x _ r ( r . 3 . I ) =iW.

(21)

(22)

^r,

c £ - AT,.

1 , Ja-

The existence of such diffeomorphism Fz is clear from the elementary
theory of ordinary differential equations. We set
ma(max sup
X

a

where

the

x^\jT(f^

'

length

2, -\—),

~Q

(lengthdF*<j)) 2

min inf
is

measured

by

ds2.

we have
a

(24)

traceaS(2 expL«F? 0) >0.

Then,

at

any

point
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—Xc

B^)

\J (Xc

—

traceSa exp Ma

and
m

a

(26)

traced5(exp Ma$+ S exp LaF?
»=o

Let f^ : R-+R be a convex increasing function defined by

(27)

f,(0

Since (^(exp Z a O)"^-^a(^(exp Z. a O)' for any ^^0, we have
(28)

trace33(exp M^+E f,(exp L a F,*0))>0
i=l

on ( (

Ca

- , _a

Ea

for any /^^O,
U
a— ^ c a— ^ a— /2

U (

Therefore, by (15) and (22), for sufficiently large fia,
(29)

traceS3(exp Af«

We set

(30)

^a

fl
w

a

Clearly, ^a, 0a, da_2, and 4 : =exp Mat + 2 f^(exp LaO satisfy all
the requirements.

q. e. d.
§ 3.

Proof of Theorem

Let the notations be as in section 2. We choose Qa, @a, da_2, and
Aa as in the proof of the Proposition.
Inductively, we construct
exhausting functions ¥a : Xc ~>R of class C°° satisfying the following
properties :
Ua)

ya = ^a-l

(Ba)

Wa>a

(Co)

¥a is 72-convex on Xc ,

(Da)

yra=pa(<f>)

On

on

Xca_2-2,a_2,

X^-X^,

on Xc D^a for some convex increasing function pa.
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We put

where c{ = ^i(ci). Then (A-^^(Di) are satisfied by Wlt
Assume that we have already Wt for i<^a which satisfy (Ai) ~~
(A0« Let Na be an integer such that

and let pa:R-^R be a function of class C°° such that pa(t)=l
t^Na and pa(t) =Q for t^Na+l. We put

(33)

^(^-i)
I
0

_

Let T]\ ( — 00, ^(O)-^
(34)
(35)
(36)

De a

on
on

for

XK ,
.
X —*

function of class C°° such that

3?(0 =0 for £^^ a (£ a -2~~25 a _ 2 )
^(0>0, ^(0>0, for
lim 37(0=00

and
(37)

( 5 ?°^a) / / (0 ~~ (^°^a)'(0 (pa°Pa-l)'(ty

^>0,

f°r

The existence of such a function is obvious. By (7) and (A*-i) there
exist functions <7a and ra such that

By (37), a"a(f)>0 on |>«-i(ca-2-aa-2), ^«]- Clearly ^(0>0 on
[/>«-!(£«-2-3a_2). JVa] and ffa(0=0 on (-00, /? a _ 1 (t a _ 2 -23 a _ 2 )].
Let
Z a _ 2 be the union of the connected components of Xc _ 2 ~^ a _ 2 -25 a _ 2
—Qa whose closures intersect ?Ca_2to (dYCa_2-Qa} XR.

Note that Z a _ 2 is diffeomorphic

We put
on

"

)

Jfc ~YC

— Za-2

on Z^.oljy,

.

where /c denotes a positive number. Then, by (7), (9), and (34),
WaiK is a well defined exhausting function of class C°° on Xc . By
(J5 a _ x ), (C a _i), and (35), for sufficiently large /ca, f*a,K
on Z,a and y«..a>a on X^-X,^.
satisfies (^4 a )^(Z) a ) 0

is ?z-convex

We put F*a: =^a,K^

Then fa
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To prove the ^-completeness of X, we define
(40)

¥ = ¥a

on Xc^-n^

for any

a^l.

By (^J ~ (CJ, W is a well defined /z-convex exhausting function on
X. Therefore X is ^-complete.
If there are only finitely many ^-dimensional compact irreducible
branches of X, let X' be the union of the ft-dimensional noncompact
irreducible branches and the lower dimensional branches. Then,
there exists an ^-convex exhausting function <pr on X'. Let A be the
union of 72-dimensional compact branches of X. Let /3 = sup <^'+ 1.
AKX'

We set

(41)
on

0

Then, <p is an exhausting function of class C°° on X which is ^-convex
outside a compact subset of X. Thus X is ;z-pseudoconvex.
q. e. d.

§ 4.

Applications

The following theorem has been obtained by Barlet:
Theorem B (cf. [3] Theorems 4. Note that the definition of ncompleteness is different from ours.} Let X be a finite dimensional incomplete analytic space. Then, Cn-i(X)9 the reduced analytic space of
compact cycles of pure dimension n of X^ is Stein.
Hence, combining Theorem B with Theorem 1, we obtain Theorem
2.

The following theorem was obtained by Andreotti and Grauert:
Theorem A-G (cf. [1] Theorem 14 and its corollary}. Let X be a
{not necessarily reduced) complex analytic space, and 3F a coherent analytic
sheaf over X. Then,
1)
2)

H*(X, 3?)=Q for i^q, if X is q-complete.
dim Hl(X, J^)<oo for i^q, if X is q-pseudoconvex.

Hence, combining Theorem A-G with
Theorem S.

Theorem 1, we obtain
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